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A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF FUEL MOTION ON AIRPLANE DYNAMICS I 
By ALBERT A. CRY 
SUMMARY 
The general equations oj motion jor an ah'plane with a num-
ber oj spherical juel tanks are derived. The motion oj the juel is 
approximated by the motion oj solid pendulums. The same type 
oj derivation ancl equations are shown to apply to any type oj 
fuel tank where the motion oj the juel may be repTesented in 
terms oj undamped haTmonic oscillatoTs. 
M otions aTe calculated jor a pTesent-day high- peed aiTplane 
and a jree-jlying airplane model with two spheTical tanks in the 
symmetTy plane. The e calculations show that the nonnal ai7'-
plane motion may be considembly modijied and that Tesidual 
oscillations may result. The ratio oj the natuml juel jre-
quency to the natuml airplane jrequency i shown to be the most 
important pammeter jor determining the effect oj the j uel motion 
on the airplane motion. The stabilizing effect oj turbulence in 
the juel is discussed , and it is suggested that the stabilizing effect 
oj artijicially inducecl turbulence be inve tigated experimentally. 
I T RODUCTIO N 
Small-ampl.itude lightly damp ed lateral oscillations are a 
trouble ome characteri tic of certain high-speed airplane . 
Several po ible explanations for these 0 cillations, which are 
adequate in specific ca es, have been offered. For example, 
reference 1 shows that nonlinear aerodynamic derivative 
could cause uch oscillation , and it ha been shown that 
atmo pheric turbulence i another po sible cause. It has 
al 0 been ugge ted Lhat a possible cause of such oscillations 
is the motion of fuel in the tanles. In some recently de igned 
airplanes the rna s of the fu el relative to the airplane mass is 
much larger than has been common in the past; therefore, 
the effect of fu el motion can be expected to be relatively 
more important. In fact, in several cases baffling the fuel 
tanle wa found to have considerable effect on the general 
handling qualities of the airplane and ometimes actually 
eliminated the trouble orne lightly damp ed la teral 0 cilla-
tions which had been pre ent. 
An experimental investigation of the effects of fuel motion 
on the lateral motion of a free-flying airplane model is de-
scribed in reference 2 . The resul ts indicated that the effect 
of fuel motion were noticeable and cau ed the lateral motion 
of the model to be very erratic. 
The present analysis treats each fuel tanle as a pendulum 
oscillating in two degrees of freedom and applies Lagrange's 
equations of motion to obtain the interaction between these 
pendulums and the airplane. Thus, for small motions the 
fu els are treated as simple harmonic oscillators. The resul t 
are applied to obtain the general equations of motion of this 
sys tem and, in particular, the lateral motion of an airplane 
wi th in ternal fuel tanles in the plane of symmetry of the air-
plane. Since the general solu tion of the equations is ex-
tremely complicated, an attemp t is made to evaluate the 
resul ts by carrying out numerical calculations for specific 
ca e. This approach is shown to be adequate in yielding 
the most general effects of fu el motion. 
The di cu ion of the nwnerical application of the equa-
tions of motion to sp ecific case i given in detail af ter the 
derivation of the equations of motion. This discussion of 
re ult is understandable qui te independen tly of the deriva-
tion of the equations of motion. 
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SYMBOLS 
airplane stability axes with origin deter-
mined by equations (13); also compo-
nents of applied forces along these axes 
component of applied moments about 
X -, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively 
unit vectors along X-, Y-, and Z-axes, 
re pectively 
components of tran lational displacement 
of airplane 
vecLor translational velocity of airplane 
(ii+ j il + k z= iU+ v) 
magnitude of teady-state velocity 
component of eli turbance translational 
velocity of airplane 
vector disturbance velocity of airplane 
(iu+j v+ kw) 
vector po it ion of a point ill airplane 
(iRx+ j R v+ kRz) 
vector position of center of gravity of 
fuel in a particular fuel tank 
total vector velocity of a point in airplane 
J Supersedes NACA 'l'N 2280, "A Theoretical Ana lysis of tbe Effects Of Fuel M otion on Airplane DynamicS" by Albert A. Schy, 195J. 
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sideslip angle ( tan- 1 -U ) 
infinitesimal rotations of airplane about 
X -, Y-, and Z-axes, r espectively 
vector rotational velocity of airplane 
(i¢ + j8+ k ,f) 
components of angular displacement from 
vertical of line joining fu el center of 
gravity to tank center , taken on mutu-
ally perpendicular plane ; r positive in 
direction of positive roll and 17 positive 
in direction of po it ive pitch 
distance from tank center to fuel center 
of gravity 
vertical displacement of fu el center of 
gravity from equilibrium position 
number of fuel tanks 
mass 
Lotal mas of ail'plane and fuel 
total moment and product of inertia of 
airplane about X-, Y-, and Z-axe 
rigid-body moments and products of in-
ertia about axe through center of gravity 
fu el moment of inertia about r- and 
17-axes throuo-h tank center 
fu el moments of inertia about r- and 
17-axe through fuel cen ter of gravity 
nondimensional radius of gyration in roll 
( ~:,b2) 
nondimensional radiu of gyration in yaw 
nondimen ional product-of-inertia param-
( - I xz) eter m, b2 
kinetic energy 
potential energy 
period 
t ime for exponentially dampecl or increas-
ing oscillation to halve or double am-
plitude, respe tively 
time 
do ° I ° (Ut) non ImenslOna tIme parameter T 
acceleration due to gravity 
flight-path angle with 1'e pect to horizontal 
p 
b 
D 
Subscripts: 
j 
a 
o 
air density 
wmg area 
Wlllg pan 
lateral nonclimensional mass coefficient 
(Il b= :~'b' Il bf = p'rr;/b ) 
differentiation operator (is) 
trim lift coefficient (m~g cos 'Yo) 
"2 pU2S 
rolling-momeD t coefficient 
(
ROlling moment) 
~ pU2Sb 
yavving-moment coefficient 
(
Yawing momeDt) 
.!. p U2 b 
2 
lateral-for ce coeffiCIent --=-1 ---° ( Lateral fOrCe) 
"2 pU2S 
particular fuel tank, or summation index 
over fuel tank (j= I , 2, ° • ° k) 
airplane without fuel 
initial condition at t = O 
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DERIVATIO OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
ASSUMPTIO S FOR DERIVATIO OF GENERAL EQUATIO NS OF MOTION 
As a fir t approximation, only the effect of the motion of 
the fuel as a whole is con id ered; that is, only the funda-
mental mode of the wave motion i considered and this , 
mode is approximated by rigid-body motion. The main 
effect of the internal wave motion is to in trod uce clampina 
into the fuel oscillation. This damping i cau ed by the 
conversion of kinetic energy into heat through the tmbu-
lence cau ed by the spla hing of the fuel. A strictly analytic 
con ideration of such damping eff cts is extremely difficult ; 
on the other hand, the damping caused by the vi cous tan-
gential forces between the fuel and the tank i completely 
negligible ( e reference 3). The analysis of the problem is 
therefore confined to the motion with no fu el damping and 
the effect of the damping is considered in the di Cll ion of 
the result. 
In a spherical Larue the fuel can 0 cilIate approximately as 
a rigid body jf no spla hing is as umed for small oscillations. 
Th e motion may be pictmed as the "rocl,ing" of a sph erical 
egment of con tant shape. The resLraining force of the 
tank, which alway act in a direction normal to the motion 
. ' IS exactly analogou to the tension in a pendulum. Thus, 
the small motions of the fuel in a pherical tank may be rep-
r e ented quite well by the well-kno"wn imple properties of 
small pendulum motions. This approach is u ed in the 
mathematical analysis of the problem. 
The effect of aspherical tank hape can be approximated 
by replacing the tank by an eq uivalent harmonic oscillator 
with an arbitrary amount of turbul ence damping add d even 
for small motion. For example, the repre entation of rec-
tangular tank as harmonic oscilla tors i di cus ed in refer-
ence 4. Thus in thi case also the most general effect of 
the fu el motion on the airplane motion should be qualita-
tively obtainable by thi type of analy is. 
The effects of large-amplitude fuel motion will be dis-
Cll ed qualitatively after the discLls ion of the re lul of the 
mathematical analy i . A u ual in tabili ty anal), i all 
motions are a umed mall and econd-order term are 
ignored. 
D E RIVATI ON OF GE ' E RAL EQ ATIONS OF MOTION 
With the preceding as umption the pby ical problem can 
be considered a the interaction b tween two or more rigid 
bodie, namely tbe airpl ane and the everal fuel pendulums 
. ' WIth each fuel pendulum considered a uspend ed from the 
tanle center. The only potential energy consider d in the 
y tern is that of the p ndulums. If tbe inertial character-
i tics of the airplane and the fu el arc known, th kinetic 
energy of the sy tern can be obtained from the translational 
and rotational velocitie of the airplane and tbe fu el . With 
this information the in teractions in the ystem can beobtained 
by using Lagrange's equation of motion in tbe form ( ee 
reference 5) 
d (OEk) oEk oEp 
- - ----- +Q dt oq ; Oq i - oqj i (i = 1,2, . . . n) (1) 
where qi is one of the n generalized coordinate of tb e system 
corresponding to the n degree of freedom, q j is the corre-
paneling velocity, and Qi is the corresponding generalized 
force. The qt will be lengths and angles and the COITe pond-
ing Q; will be forces and moments, respe tively. 
The airplane it elf introduces the cu tommy six degree 
of freedom, which are the three displacements of tb e airplane 
ystem along axes fixed in Lh e airplane (x, y, z) and the cor-
re ponding angles of rotation of the airplane about th e e 
axe Ccp, 8, t{I). For small displacements, tbe pendulum 
motion can be described by two angles .I and T} ince the 
vertical motion can be neglected ( ee fig. 1) . The angle .I i 
measmed from a vertical line tbTough the tank cen ter to the 
proj ection of tbe line joining the tanle center to the fu el 
center of gravity on tbe vertical plane parallel to the Y-axis 
and T} is the corre ponding angle in the vertical plane parallel 
to the X-axi. For small angles, rand T} may be represented 
x 
Tank center 
o....,;::::;:::;:::::::::::::==-"-!!£.-f - t1rn Horiz ontal 
I cos t 
I cos :) cos 1] .. . ...... . . ..•.. 
\ I . . 1] 
z hT) I 
... _.~~::~ __ ~.:.:.~~J ~--->-
17, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
IE----- Verticol ------~,I 
Fuel c. g 
FHltTRE I.- Decomposition oC horizontal fuel motion in terms of angles r and ~ In vcrtical 
planes. 
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as in figure 1. In effect this figure make u e of the fact that 
small angles may be added vectorially. When the two addi-
tional coordinates sand 1/ are used to describe the pendulum 
motion, the whole sy tern has two additional degrees of 
freedom for each fuel tanle 
Expressions must be obtained for Ek and E p in terms of 
the coordinates of the sy tern and thei.r t ime derivatives in 
order to use equation (1) . The only poten tial energy is that 
of the fuel pendulums, which can be wTitten as follows for k 
fuel tanks: 
(2) 
For the height of the center of gravity in each fu el tanl~ , as 
can be seen from figure 1, 
or 
(3) 
ote that the vertical displacement 11 i of second order in 
the mall quantities 1/ and s. This fact justifies the previous 
statement t.hat the vertical displacemen t could be neglected 
in de cribing the pendu.lum mo tion only by the two coor-
dinates 1/ and S. As migh t be expected, equations (2) and 
(3) indicate that each fuel pendulum is being considered as 
an undamped oscillator with two degrees of freedom in a 
horizontal plane. 
The kinetic energy of the total sys tem can be Wl'itten as 
the sum of the kinetic energy of the airplane and the kinetic 
energies of the fu els . A.lso the kinetic energy of each rigid 
body can be expre sed a the sum of the translational energy 
of the mass moving -with the velocity of i ts center of gravity 
and the rotational kinetic energy of the mass about its cen ter 
of gravity_ Thus, when the in ertial characteristic of the air-
plane and the fu els are known, the kinetic energy can be 
obtained as a function of the generalized coordinates and 
velocities if the translational velocity of each center of gravity 
and the angular velocitieR of the airplane and fuels about 
their r espective centers of gravity can be expressed in terms 
of thesc generalized coordinates and velocities. 
In order to obtain the required e:-..rpressions for the e veloci-
tie, a system of axes fixed in the airplane WIth the X -axis 
along the steady-state velocity at t=O is used, as is customary 
in stabili ty analysis. For the present the origin of the coor-
dinates will not be specified. H owever, these stabili ty axes 
are not inertial axes and N ewton 's second law applie only in 
an inertial system of axes. The in er tial axes may be taken 
as axes fixed in the earth . Then in the equations of motion 
the velocities and accelerations must be mea m ed with re-
spect to the earth, and their expressions in terms of com-
ponents in the moving airplane axes may be obtained as 
shown in reference 6. These expressions will give the kinetic-
r eaction forces, which for the case of a rotating system are 
often referred to as "gyroscopic" forces. For the velocity, 
r eferred to the inertial ystem, of any point defined by the 
vector R in the airplane axes (in particular , for the centers 
of gr avi ty previously discussed), 
where all vectors are gi ven in terms of the airplane axe and 
is the velocity of the origin of the airplane system wi th respect 
to the earth, while v and w are the translational and rota-
tional disturbance veloci ties of the airplane axe. 
Equation (4) may now be used to eArpress the inertial 
velocities of t he airplane center of gravi ty and the fuel 
center of gravity in term of the generalized coordinates by 
inserting for R the value R a and R /, where R a i the vector 
position of the airplane center of gravity and R/ indicateR 
the vector position of any particular fuel center of gravi ty. 
The vector R a is constant; therefore, Ra= O. T o obtain R/, 
note that to first order 
R /"", Rr- ilr in ('Yo+ fJ - 1/r)- j lr(Sr- 4> cos 'Yo- ,p sin 'Y o) + 
k lr cos ('Yo+ fJ - 1/ ,) 
R /"", R ,- ilAsin 'Yo+(fJ - 1/ r) cos 'Yo]- j l,(Sr- 4> cos /'0-
,p sin 'Yo)+ k lAcos 'Yo-(fJ- 1/r) sin /'0] 
wh r R r is the fixed position of the tank center. Since /'0 is 
constant, to first· order 
R/ "'" il,(~r-e) cos 'Yo- j l,(fr-¢ cos 'Yo- if; in 'Yo) + 
k lklr-8) sin 'Yo 
Again keeping only first-order terms leads to the following 
equation: 
ow combining the la t two equations give 
w X R / + R / ""' W X R r+ ir, rlr cos 'Yo- j lrL+ k lrr, r sin 'Yo (5) 
This eq uation shows, as could be predicted phy ically since 
no viscous force is assumed between the tank and the fuel, 
that the airplane rotation affects only the motion of the tank 
center . 
From equations (4) and (5) the necessary translational 
velocities can be obtained for the translational kinetic ener-
gies . The rotational velocity of the airplane is simply w. 
The spinning motion of the fu el about the vertical axi is 
ignored ; then, the rotational velocity of the fu 1 may be 
given by the components r, and f. The two corresponding 
horizontal axes of rotation through the fu el center of gravity 
--------_. _----
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are principal axe of the pherical egment of fuel ; conse-
quently, no product-of-inertia term occur in the fuell'o ta-
tional energy. Also, ince the airplane center of gravity is 
in the airplane yrnmetry plane, I yz= Ixl'= O and only the 
Ixz product of inertia -will appear in the airplane rotational 
energy. 
By u e of equation (4), the airplane veloci ty can be shown 
to be 
Va= i(U +u+ORz.- fRy.) + j (v+ fRx. - ci>Rz.) + 
k (w+¢RYa - ORx.) (60,) 
' i'iThen equation (5) is sub LiL L/ted in to equation (4), the 
velocity of any particular fu el cen ter of gravity is 
V,= i(U +u+ORz/ -fRy/ + ~,l, cos 'Yo) + j ( V + fRx/ - J>Hz/-
f,l,)+ k (w+J>Ry,- ORx,+ ~,l/ sin 'Yo) (6b) 
If V is the magnitude of the translational velocity of the 
cen tel' of gravity of a rigid body, l' i it moment-of-inertia 
ten or about the axes through it cenl I' of gravity, and w 
is the rotational velocity of the rigid body, the kinetic 
energy 1 
2Ixz' wxwz-2I xv' WXwy) (7) 
Thus, for the kinetic energy of the airplane, substitution of 
equation (60,) into equation (7) give 
(w + ci>RYa -ORx.)2J + I ;' ci>2+ I;' 02+ I;' f 2- I xz' ¢f 
( a) 
and, for the kinetic energy of each fu el, ubstitution of 
equation (6b) into equation (7) give 
I' I' t/ j.. 2+ ~/ . 2 2~/ 2 7J f ( b) 
k 
For the total kinetic energy, Ek= Ek + ~Ek/; therefore, 
a / =1 
equation (2), (3), and ( ) m ay be used in equation (1) to 
obtain the (2k + 6) equation of motion. However, it mu t 
ao-ain be recalled that the coordinate y tern i rota tino-. 
The whole sy tern is therefore ubject to an additional 
gyroscopic acceleration ince the time-derivative operator 
con tains an additional gyro copic term (see reference 6) 
when the components of the velocity (or any vector) are 
taken in the rotating sy tem: 
Thu the gyro copic acceleration acting on the whole rotating 
system i 
wX r = wX(iU+ v) ,,=,(wX i)U=jfU - kOU 
The effect of this acceleration can be brought into the equa-
tion of motion by con idering the inertial reaction of the 
total mass to this ac eleration a an additional applied force. 
k 
If the total rna s is mt = ma+ ~m/l this reaction has the 
following compon nts: /=l 
(9) 
In addition there is the inertial reaction torqu M/ on the 
fuel; thjs torque act about the tank center and i caused by 
the acceleration of the tank center. For each tank, the 
vector reaction torque j 
M/=(R/ - R/) X m/U(-N + kO) 
= m/U[(- il, sin 'Yo + kl/ cos 'Yo) X (- jf + kO) + 
Second-order term] 
},;[t' = m/l/U f(co 21'0 + sin21' 0) = m/l/U f 
},;[~' = m/l/UiJ sin 'Yo 
( lOa) 
( lOb) 
The forces and moment in equations (9) and (10) must 
be added to the weiO'ht and aerodynamic forces to obtain 
the Qi in equation (1) . 
For convenience, the re uIt of equations (2) , (3), and ( ) 
are a follow : 
ma .. 2 • .? Ek=2 [( U+u+ ORz.- ,pRv) +(v+ ,pRx,,- tf>Rz) -+ 
(W+~Rva- 8Rzy]+#t {~f [(U+u+ 8Rz/-
fRv/ + ~ /l/ cos 'YO)2+(V + V;gr;/ - ;PRz/ - t/l/)2+ 
(W+cbRy/ - 8Rx/ + ~/l/ sin 'YO)2]} + I ;' ~2+ 
II" 82+1/,;,2_1 _ 'A. .;'+~~(I ';' 2+1 '· 2) 2 2 'I' XZ '+' '1' 2 ~ f , H ~/ 11 / 
(110,) 
( lIb) 
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Equations (9), (10), and (11) may now be u ed in equa-
tion (1) to obtain the equations of motion . It should be 
00 000 00 
noted that ox - o(U+u)= ou' oy= ov' and oz= ow' For ex-
ample, to obtain the equation of motion in the x-direction, 
note that 
Then, equation ( 1) may be written as follows: 
.. .. k .. .. 
=ma (u+eRz• - t/;Ry.) + ~miu+eRz,- t/;Ry,+ 
~ ,l, cos 1'0) 
=mtu+ e( maRz. + t.m,Rz/)-if{ maRy. + 
k ) k ~mfRv, + ~~fmflf cos I'o= X 
/=1 /=1 
(12) 
The po ition of tbe origin of airplane coordinates ha not 
yet been specified . Equation (12) and the similar equations 
obtained in the other degree of freedom uggest that the 
po ition of the origin be determined by the following three 
conditions: 
(13a) 
(I 3b) 
(I3c) 
Equations (13) imply tha t the origin is at the position of the 
total center of gravity when the fuel mass i treated as being 
concentrated at the tank center . This choice of the origin 
greatly simplifies expressions such a equation (12) . The 
physical reason for this choice is again that the fu el doe not 
rotate with the airplane; thus, a force acting on a line through 
this point, the center of gravity where the fuel reaction is 
assumed concentrated at the tank center, will produce no 
rotation of the airplane. 
The folloll'ing ub titution will also greatly implify the 
writing of the final equations of motion: 
(I4a) 
k 
1z= l z' + ma[(RxY+(RlIYJ+ ~m/ [ (Rxy+(RlI,)2J 
k 
I xz =1 xz' + maRx Rz + ~ m,Rx,Rz, 
• a /=1 
ote that the quantities defined by equation (I4a) are the 
total moments and product of inertia about the origin of the 
airplane coordinates when the fu el mass is assumed to be 
concentrated at the tank cen ter. Finally, the necessary 
momen ts of inertia of each fu el pendulum about the tank 
center are 
1,[= 1,/ +mll/ } 
l~f= I~/+m,l/ 
(14b) 
Without loss of generality then , equations (13) and (14) 
are used in the eq uations of motion obtained by substituting 
equations (9) , (10), and (11) into equation (1). The general 
equ ations of motion can now be given as follows: 
k 
mtu+ ~ m,lf~f cos I'o=X 
/=1 
k 
mt(w- UO)+ ~ m,lAf sin I'o= Z 
/ = 1 
1YO- ( maRxaRva+t mfRxfRvf) 1>-
( maRzaRlIa + ± mfEz/RlIf) f+ /=1 
k 22 (EZf cos I'o - Exf in I'o)mflf~f=M 
/ = 1 
I"I~1 + mll1 [g 7) 1 + u cos I'o +(w- U8) in 1'0+ 
R1I1¢ sin 1'0 + 8(Rzl cosl'0-Rx1 sin 1'0)-
RlI J cos 1'0] = 0 
• k .. mt(v+Ut/;)-~ mflft,= Y 
/= 1 
Izf- Ixz4>- ( maRvaRza + ± m,ElI~Zf)O-
(=1 
k 
22 m,l,(Rxf f f+ RlI/1, cos 1'0) = N 
/=1 
I x1> - 1xzi - ( maRxaRva + ± mfRx,RlI f) 8 + 
/=1 
k 
~ m,lf(Rz,f,+RlI/ri, sin I'o) = L 
/=1 
I ,)I+mlll(gtl- v- UJ; + RXlf- Rzl4» = 0 
1 
(15a) 
(15b) 
In equations (15a) and (I 5b) only the fuel equations for the 
first fuel tanle have been written. In each set there are k 
similar fuel equations. As has been previou ly stated, the 
forces on the right-hand sides of these equations are the 
applied forces and the weight and aerodynamic forces. 
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SIM PLI FYI ' G ASSUMPTI ONS 
The equation of motion have been eparated into what 
would generally be con idered the longitudinal motion , 
equation (lSa), and the lateral mo tions, equation (lSb). 
In the ordinary sL'{-degr -of-freedom ca e, a can be sho'wn 
from considerations of symmetry, no cross-coupling terms 
exist between the e motions in the aerodynamic forces ( ee 
reference 7) . Although such term are known to exist in 
practice, they are mall and generally neglected. However, 
many cros -coupling terms occur between equation (lSa) 
and equations (lSb) because of the fuel motion, even when 
the aerodynamic coupling forces are ignored. The magni-
tudes of the e fuel force can be een to depend on the ma se 
of the fuels, the vector po itions of the fuel tank, the" pendu-
lum length" (i. e., the radius of the tank an I the height of 
the fuel), and the accelerations involved in the fuel motion. 
Increasing the magnitude of any of these parameters will 
increa e the effect of fuel motion. For mo t airplanes the e 
fuel forces will be relatively mall, but the pre en t inve tiga-
tion i primarily con ern d with all fir t-order fuel efl"ects. 
In any particular case, the actual magni tude of these force 
may of cour e be obtained by in cr ting the value of the 
previou ly mentioned parameters. 
Symmetrical fuel distribution.-Some of the term in 
equations (l Sa)-for example, the ¢ and if; term in the e 
equation-·are es entially pro luct-of-inertia term an mg 
from unsymmetrical di tribution of the fuel about the y=O 
plane (i. e., the plane of symmetry). That this is 0 can be 
een if the fuel tanks are as umed to be distributed symmetri-
cally with re pect to the symm try plane; that i 
(16a) 
and from equation (13) 
(16b) 
Therefore, these term vani h for symmetrical fuel eli tribu-
tion . In mo t cases the fuel will b ymmetricall .\" distrib-
uted, and substitution oJ eq uation (16) inlo equation (15) 
yields the equations of motion for ymmetrical fuel eli lri-
bution: 
k 
m,u+ ~ mll/~1 cos 'Yo=X 
/=1 
[~I~I+mlldg 1/1 +U co 'Yo+(w- UIJ) in 'Yo + 
RVI¢ sin 'Yo + ii(Rzl co 'Yo - R xi in 'Yo)-
RVI if; cos 'Yo] = 0 
219313-53-2 
(1711) 
. k .. 
m,(v+ U f )-~ m1t1f/=Y 
/=1 
.. .. k .. 
I z f - Ixz¢-~ mlll(RxJI+Rvf~/cos'Yo)=N 
/=1 
.. .. k .. 
I xt/J- I xz f+ ~ mlll(Rzff/+Rvf~1 in 'Y o)=L . (17b) 
/=1 
IrJl +m j ll (g fl - V- U f + R x} - RzJ» = 0 
In equation (17) even though the term arising from unsym-
metrical fuel distribution have vanished, some eros -cou lino-b 
terms s till r emain between quation (1711) and (17b). These 
terms occm in the 1/ equations of set (17a) and in the ¢ and f 
eq uation of set (17b). The ignificance of the e terms is 
eviden t ince each contains a factor R Vj" Thus, the e t rms 
ar i e when Lhe ai.rplane ha fuel tank with cenlers noL in 
the plane of .vmmetry, even though they are ymmetri ally 
distributed with r e pect to thi plane. For example, they 
would ari e for wing-tip tanks. Phy ically, the e t rm 
clearly give the interaction between the longitudinal fuel 
motion 1/1 in the wing-tip tanks and lbe airplane rotation 
about the vertical axis, which consi ts of the lateral mo tions 
¢ and f . F or example, as ume for simplicity that 'YI)= O; 
til Il , a yawing acceleration of the airplane will cau e a lon-
o-itudinal fuel acceleration ~I in the wing-tip tank, and vice 
ver a. 
From this discu ion the 1/ motion appears to couple the 
lateral and longitudinal airplane motions even for the per-
fectly ymmetrical fuel di tribution de cribed by equation 
(16a). However, the fact that this coupling does not 0 cur 
can be een by considering any pair of ymmetrically placed 
and loaded tanks . De io-nate the 1/ motion in this pair of 
tanks by 1/1 and 1/2. Then, the 1/ equations in equations (17a) 
how that a longitudinal horizontal acceleration of the tank 
gives rise a expected to 1/ accelerations. Since the system 
i linear, this portion of the 1/ motion may be con iclerrcl 
independently, and because of the ymmetry of the t\\"o 
tank it is een that ~l = ~2 for the portion of t he 1/ motion 
arisinO" from the longitudinal motion. Therefore, in the f 
and ¢ equations of et (1 7b) the effect of thi ~ will vani h 
since RVI = - RV2 ' In a imilar manner lhe laterally Cll u ed 
1/ moion can b ho\vu to have no effect on the longitudinal 
motion. E entially the argument is that the 1/ mo io for 
each pair of tank can be plit up for perfectly symmet.rical 
fuel di tribution into ymmetrical and anti ymmelrical 
motions. The symmetrical portion of th \ 1/ motion for each 
pair of tank co uple only \\'ith the lono-ituclinal motion' the 
anti ymrnetrical 1/ motion couples only with the la teral 
motion. 'fhu , for perfectly ymmetrical fuel dist ribu tion 
the 1) equation of et (17a) could be combined with ct (l7b), 
only lateral degr e of freedom in the 1/ quation being u ed 
( ince the ymmetrical portion of the 1) motion i of no 
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intere 1,) ; or Lhe 11 equaLion may b e used as shown with 
equ at ions (17a) , the lateral degrees of freedom in the 7{ 
eq uat ions b eing ignored. 
Fuel tanks centered in symmetry plane.- Many ail'p lan('~ 
have large internal fuel tank which are centered in t il l; 
a irplane symmetry plane. For uch airplanes the equat ions 
of m otion ma.\" alway b e separated int o independent lat eral 
a nd longitudinal mode ince R Vf = O. U ing this value ill 
equations (17) gives the equation of mot ion for tanks 
centered in th e symmetry plane : 
k 
m tu+ ~ mflf~f co 'Yo= X 
f~ l 
k 
m tC'w- U 8)+ ~ mftf~f in 'Yo= Z 
J~ ' 
" k 
I yO+ ::8 (Rz cos 'Yo- HXf sin 'Y o) mflf~f= J!.1 J~ ' f (1 a) 
I~J ~ ' + m1l1[g11 1 + u cos 'Yo+(w - U8) sin 'Yo+ 
(Rz , cos 'YO- RX, sin 'Yo) eJ= o 
(l b) 
E ach eL of equalions, (1 a ) and (1 b), contains (k + 3) 
varia bles ; Lh e t" ,o ets can be een to be independent of each 
oth er in ce the r mOLion of each tank couples with only Lhe 
1a [,eral motion and th 11 moLion couples with only Lhe longi-
tudinal motion. 
For th e case of a s in O'le fu el tank at the aU'plan e cen ter of 
gmvily lh e modification of equaLions (18) is obviou. Then 
Ra= Rf = O, and all couplin g between the rotational motion 
and th e fu el m otion vani he ; that is , all the fuel term in the 
rotalional equ a tions vani h and all rotation al terms in th 
fu el equ a tions vani h. For an a pherical tank the roLaLional 
coupling in lhis case will b e mall. 
LIMITAT IONS I NHERENT IN T H E APPROXJMATI O 's 
B efore proceeding Lo the application of equations (1 b) 
iL is appropriate to consider somewhat more explicitly the 
a sump tions involved in the indiscriminate dropping of &ll 
second-order Lerm which appearcd during Lh e derivation 
of Lh e equaLion s of motion . In this conn ecLion Lhe correc-
tion, ari ing from the airplane acceleration , to the constan t 
accelerat ion field 9 involv ed in the pendulum poten tial en-
erO'y should be considered. Th e assumption which is implied 
in neO'lecling lhese acceler!1tion i thaL the accelerations of 
tb e Lank cenLer arc small with 1'<.' pect 1,0 g. 
If lhis !1nd previou s approximations ar e considered , it 
can be se n Lha t Lhree essential as umptions were made in 
dropping econel-oreler term: 
(l ) The fu el and airplan e angular di placem ent variable 
are small enou O'h so thaL the angle approximates i t sine. 
Ho\\'evel', Lhi approxima Lion ometimes Look t,b e form that 
th e angle was much less Lhan 1 radian. 
(2) The di turban ce veloeiLies are mu ch les than U, and 
produ cts of th e lineal' or angular v elocilies can b e io·nored. 
(3) The acceleraLions of th e tank cen ters mu t be small 
compared with g. 
tri ctly peaking Lhen , th e LaLem ent that th e quation 
of mot ion (1 5) , anci al 0 the simpli.fi d equation , u,I'e ac-
curate eq ualions of motion to fir t order i to be taken to 
m ean that lhe mo tions to which these equ at ion apply are 
r es tr icted by the pI' ceding th.l'ee condition. Thu , the 
equations would appeal' Lo remain accuraLe at lea t at the 
b eginning of a disturbance. 110reover , when th e motion 
b ecomes large enou gh Lhat these a llmptions break down, 
th e fundamen tal physical a umption that th e fu el may be 
considered to move as a rigid bo ly also breaks down ; there-
fore, n othinO' can es enLiaHy b e gain ed by k eepin O' higher-
order terms in the mathematical expre sion . 
ince the pendulum motion is little chan ged even up to 
angle of 30° to 40°, it could b e expected that aside from 
spla h ing effec t th e e equations should rem aul a good to 
fail' approximation even at such angle. On Lhe other hand, 
even th e splashing effecLs , al though they would in troduce 
some damping and chan ge the in ertial chara teri tics of th e 
pendulum omewhat, could certainly no t be e}"'-pected to 
cause th e general a umptions to break down completely 
for fu el moLion up to an gles of 30° to 40°. Therefore, the 
equations of mOLion derived are assum ed Lo present a fair 
picture of the disLurban ce motion even up to fuel di place-
m ent of thi magnitu Ie. 
APPLJ ATIONS TO SEVERAL CASES 
NO DIME SI ONAL EQUA TfONS FOR 'fA )(S IN SYMMETRY PLANE 
The equations of motion (1 b ) h ave b een appli d to the 
la teral moLion in everal ca cs with two fu el Lanle in th e 
plan e of symme lr~' . In these cases th e la ter al motion can 
be considered iJ1Clepend enlly . The applied force are the 
weight, th u ual fl.el'odyn amic forces linear in the di tUl'b-
an ee vclociti es, and an:,- di LUl'bing force th a t may b e 
pre en t. In ord er lo pu t the equ a tion in nondimensional 
form, th e nondimensionallatel'al aU'plane equation are used 
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as obtained in reference The fuel equation a1'e made 
nonclimen ional by making tbe tandard transforma lion to 
nonclimensional tim e derivaLivr , A in tll(' Ai rplane rquillion , 
h mille 2 and then by dividing through Y b . The 1"(' ult ing 
nonciimensional expre ion in the following equ ations fire 
defined in quations (20): 
-~ C'n,9.B+ (,u bKz2D2_~ Onr D) y,+(,ubKxzD2_~ 01lp D) ¢-
llRxl l2Rx2 1 
,ubi ~ D2rl- ,ub2 b2 D2r2=2 C'" (19b) 
_ D(3 _(~xI D2+ D) >J;+ ~Zl D2¢+( K, 2D2+ G )r,=o (19cl) 
_D.B_(~X2 D2+ D) >J; + ~Z2 D2¢+( K 22D2+ G )t2=O (1ge) 
where 
G=bg 
-U 2 
K 2- I I 
I = mll,b 
I ,=I r, 
The derivative OYp and OY
r 
were as umed to be zero. 
METHOD OF OLUTION 
(2 0) 
In the present ca e the two fuel degree of freedom intro-
duce two additional 0 cillatory mode into the characteri tic 
solution, in addition to modifying the original airplane mode. 
The motion will therefore be a combination of three oscilla-
tion (aside from the les important exponential mode ), but 
just knowing the three 0 cilIa tory root i insufficient to indi-
cate the type of motion since the r elative magnitude of the 
o cillatory modes mu t al 0 be kno\\~n . F or thi r ea on 
motion must be calculated in order to ee the actual effect 
of the fuel motion. H owever, in everal cases the charac-
teri tic roots were al 0 found in order to facilitate the inter-
pretation of the mo tions. These ca e will be di cu ed 
subsequently. 
The most convenient method for the analytical olution 
of a ct of linear ordinary difl'erential equations such a 
r CLu a tion (J 9) j prob llbly Lhe Laplare transform me thod 
( ee reference ). H o\ ever thi method is extremely cum-
be rsome and difficult Lo check ince it involves the expan ion 
of fifth-order determinants in which the clement are often 
quadratic functions of lhe characteristic root. Therefore , it 
seemed preferable to usc orne step-by-sLep method which 
would be more amenable to machine compu Lalion. 
Reference 9 give a maLrix method for getting the step-by-
tep solution of a set of linear ordinary difrerential equations. 
When applied in the pre ent case to equations (19) this 
method results in a simultaneous solution for the motion in 
each of the five degrees of freedom and also for the motion 
in D¢, D>J; , Dr!, and Dr2. The calculations were carried out 
on the Bell Telephon e Laboratories X-66744 relay computer 
in use at the Langley Laboratory. The essen t ial details of 
the method are given in appendix A. 
SOLUTIONS FOR SEVERAL CASES 
The two basic cases for which motions were calculated 
were case A, a pre ent-day high-speed airplane with two fuel 
lank atisfying the conditions for equation (19), and case 
B , which correspond essentially to case B of the model used 
in reference 2. The essential parameters for these two ea e 
arc given in tables I and II. Table II gives the conditions 
for case A when both tank arc one-half full (AI ) and when 
the fu el height equals one-half the radiu (A2) and for ca e 
B when the fuel heights in both tanks are 2 inches (B2), 3 
inches (B3), and 4 inche (B4). 
In case A the tanks are pherical, omewhat over 4 feet in 
diameter, and centered on the body axis approximately 4 
feet in front of and behind the airplane center of gravity. 
The fligh t conditions are given in table 1. The fuel weight 
in the half-full condition is approximately 25 percent of the 
total weight. 
In case B the tanks are spherical, centered in the plane of 
ymmetry ligb tly les than 5 inches below tll e airplane a:\ri 
TABLE I 
TABILITY DERIVATIVE AXD MAS AKD GEO ;'l ETRICAL 
CR AR CTERI TIC FOR TWO CASES CON JDERED 
Parameters Case .\ Case B 
C)'~ _____ . __ ._. __ . ______ . 
-1.042 -0. 0 
C.~ __ _ . __ . ______ . ____ . __ O.li a O. L7 
CI~ ... _ . ~ _ __ .. _________ _ ___ ~ __ ___ ~ ~._ . _~_~~~ __ 
-0.126 -0. 14 
C"l' ----- - .-------------- -0.01552 b-O.O·IO C,. ___ ~ _ ~~ ~ _____ . _ ~ _ ~._ ~_~ ~ _~ ~ _~~ ___ ~ __ ~ ____ ~_~~ _ ~ __ 
-0.342 -0.30 
C", ____________ ~ _~_ _ __________________ _ _ 
-0.28 -0. 16 
Cr,___ ___________________ _ _ _ _______ ~ _________ _ 0.0796 0. 30 
6, 970 11 .25 
130 2. 67 
28 4.0 
0 -ll 
Weight of a irplane alone, lb _ . __ ~_~_~ ____ ~~_~_~~~~_ 
,sq ft_~_~_~~ _ ~_~~~~~_ _ _____ ~~~_~ _____ ~ _____ ~~~ 
b, ft. _~ ___ ~~_~ ___ . __ __ .~__ __ - __________ ~_~_~. 
"Yo. deg ______ -~~ - __ ~~~_~_~ --~~~~ ---~~ ~~ _____ _ 
0.00136 0.00237 
704 61. 5 to 74.25 
p, slugslcu ft ._~ ____ __ ___ ~~~. _ . ___ ~ .. ~ _ ~ ____ ~~~~ ~_~_ ~ 
U, ftlsec __ ~ _____ ~ __ ~~~_. __ ~ ___ ~ __ ~ ____ ~~ __ ~_~ __ ~~_~ 
• In case B .. , C.~=O.29. 
b .\ ctually, slightly ditIerent ... a lues of C" were used for ench of the subcases of case B. 
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and 4 inches in fron t of and behind the model center of 
gravi t,~- . The diameters arc inches and the total fuel 
" -eigh t in Lhe half-full ondi tion i approximately 46 percent 
of the t.otal \I-eigh t. The Bigh t conditions are the same a 
in reference 2. 
M otions were calcula ted for cOl'Lain ubcase of the basic 
cases whi ch were obta in cd by varying cOltain sign ifican t 
parameters. By compaTing the r e ulLing moLion an at temp t 
,,-as m ade to evalua Le the effect of vary ing uch factors as 
amoun t of fu el , posiLion of tank , and r elative na tural fu el 
an d airplane frequencic on the disturban ce of Lhe airplane 
motio() caused by fu el motion. AI 0 various in itial condi-
t ions werc considered Lo how the effect of initial condi tions 
TABLE II 
F UEL D E PE JDENT PARAME T E R 
----
Par:ll1lf'trrs .\ , .\ , R, R, 11 , 
---- ---
Radi us of ror ward 
tan k , ft . ____ __ . ____ 2. 15 2. 1.\ 0.333 0.333 0.333 
R adi us of rear ta nk . It 2. 12 2. 12 0.333 0. 333 0.333 
Fuel heigh t in for· 
ward ta nk , ft ____ . __ 2. 15 1. 0iS O. Ifl67 0. 2.50 0. 333 
Fuel height in fear 
ta nk , ft 2. 12 I. 06 0. 1667 0. 250 0.333 
R z" ft 3 . .i 3 .. 1 0. 333 0. 333 0.333 
R. " ft - 4. 1 - 4. 1 -0. 333 -0. 333 -0.333 
R el'rt . 
--- -. _-- - -- 0.0123 0.0123 0. 407 0. 407 0. 407 
R ' '21 fL 
- - ----- - -
-0. 0144 - 0. 0144 0. 407 0. 407 0. 407 
,,'eigh t of for ward 
fuc l, lb_ I. 480 11(}2 I. .1 1 3. 07 4. 5 
" 'c igh t of rrar' fuc l: jii 1, 068 33·1 I. 51 3. 07 4.85 
Tota l wcight of air-
pla nc and fuel, Ib _ 9. 51 7. 766 1'1. 27 17.39 20.95 CL •. __ • _____ • __ . ______ 0. 19 0. 19 I. 062 I. 178 1. 174 
l x , slug-fV __ .. 
--
1, 360 1,3rlO O. IOS I 0. 1243 0. 1428 
Ix, slug-r12 
-.-------- 7,3'10 7, 70 0.209 0. 2206 0. 233 
l x x, slug-ft2 262 277 0 0 0 I" ft .. _______________ __ O. 05 1. 45 0. 225 O. J74 0. 125 
I" ft ___ . ___ ._ .. _ 0. 795 J. 43 0. 225 O. 174 0. 125 
J" slug-ft ' - __ . ___ ._._. 5. 2 40. 0 0. 00315 0. 00507 0. 00668 
Iz. slug-ft2. __________ __ 59.7 28. I 0. 0031 5 0.00507 0. 00668 
<l' 
on the re ult ing mo Lion. In ome cases an ini tial d i turbance 
in ideslip " -a assumed , and in other eft e an in it ial fuel 
eli turbance wa a s llmed. An ini Lial siele lip of 5° and a 
fu el displaeemen t of 100 were arbitrarily chosen a Landard. 
Since Lhe equ ations arc l inear, multiplying th initial dis-
placemenLs by a comm.on facLor simply mul t iplie Lhe re ult-
ing mol ions by th e ame factor. In Lhi connecLion it m.u t 
be emphasized that, if aL any time Lbe calculated moLion in 
any degree of freedom becomes Loo large to sa Lisfy the 
l imi La Lions p revioLlsly discussed, t he followino' motion i 
meaningles. F or exa mple, if a 5° displacemenL in fJ gives 
rise to a fu el mOlion much greaLer l han 30° Lo 40°, the accom-
panying fJ mo lionis meaningle hecause lhe as umption of 
small disp lacements i viola led . H owever, if m ul Liplying the 
fu el moLion by orne arbi trary factor , for example 2( , will 
bring iL peaks down to less than 30° to 40°, then the (3 motion 
resulLing from an ini lial fJ di t urbance of 2° can be ob tained 
by imply mult iplying Lhe previous (3 motion by 2/5 also. 
The cIT cL of large fu el displacemen ts must be di cu sed 
q llali ta tively. 
The motion in sideslip and th e mo tion of the two fuel 
pendulums in the variou u bcases arc hown in fio-ures 2 t o 
12. Commen ts on these motion arc pre ented to fa ilitate 
interpreLation of the figure . The period of each fu el pendu-
lum is called the natural fu el period . The period and damp-
in g of the airplane, the fuel bein g disregarded , are called the 
naLural airplane per iod and damping. 
Case AJ,- Thc natural fuel period for ca e 1 (haH-full 
tank ) arc approximately 1.66 seconds and the natural period 
of th e airplane alone i 1.40 second . Damping to half-
amplitUde OCCur in 2 cycle . 
The motion in figure 2 i for ini Lial fJo= 2°. T he early fJ 
motion seems Lo have more clamping lhan lhe nat ural a irplano 
~ O~~---+--~~--f_~~--+_--~--~~--~---7~--~--~r--=~--~~--~--~~--_f----~----~----~~ 
<:i. 
-.8 
- {6L-~~------~~---------------------------------------------------------
20 
<l' 
~ . 0~--~--~---+~~r_~+_--~--~~~~~~~=T~~~=-~~~--~~~77~T_~~~-
~ 
~ 
- 20 
o .8 
t, sec 
FIr.t'RE 2.- P resen t·day high-speed a irpla ne \\"it h tank s one-half full (case .\ ,) . Sidesli p a nd fuel motions fo llowing inlliaI sideslip, f3o=2° . 
r I 
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mode. The distmbance arising from the fu el modes i evi-
dent after 2 cycles. That the irregular residual 0 cillation 
of ampli tude XO to >~ o is essentially due to the fuel modes 
is seen from tbe fact tha t the dominant period in the later 
motion is approximately 1.6 seconds. Notice that in thi 
case a 5° initial f30 would almost immediately cause fuel dis-
placements of over 80°, so that the following motion 'would 
be radically changed. 
The motion shown in fi o-ure 3 for (.11)0 = (.12)0= 10° arc 
quite regular and indicate one dominant mode in each motion. 
The fuel period is 1.6 seconds. The airplane period Larts 
at 1.4 econds, builds up to 1.7 seconds, and averages 1.6 
second. The amplitude of the sideslip motion is very small. 
The largest such motion which could OCCllr for this type of 
.08 
.04 
CJ-{5 
clistmbance would be for initial ($-1)0= ('\2)0= 30° and would 
give f3 ampli tude sligh tly more than 0.1 °. 
The small amplitude of the sideslip motion in figure 3 was 
surprising. It was conjectured that for this fuel configura-
tion the fuel di placement (.11)0 = 10° and (.12)0=- 10°, 
corresponding es entially to an initial yawing moment, might 
be more effective in inducing an airplane oscillation. (See 
fig. 4.) Apparen tly, thi configuration is more effective 
inasmuch a the sideslip motion now builds up to an ampli-
tude of approximately 0.4° . 'rhe energy necessary to induce 
thi considerable" snalcing" type of oscillation eems to be 
obtained initially from the rear-tank motion, which is in the 
proper phas relation with the sideslip motion to feed energy 
in to it at the tart of the motion. 
~ O~~~~----~--------~------~~-------'~------~~--------T---------~--------~r------
-.04 
12 ----- S,. fron," rank 
--- 5" rear tonk 
6 
4 
2 -
<ll ~O~--~--------~--------~---------+---------+---------+--------~---------i---------i-----
~ 
'" 
-2 
-4 -
-6 -
- 8 
-10 
t, sec 
FIGt'RE 3.- Present-day bigh-speed airplane with tanks one-haH full (case A,). ideslip and fuel motions following initial fu cl d isturban ce. (t ,)o = (r.)o=IOo. 
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(fig. 7, (30 = 5°) , but then the pcaks show a slight il'l'egularity 
in toad of damping moo Lhly. 'rhe period of the early ide-
lip motion appears to bo somewhat over 0.9 second and the 
motion damps to half-amplitude in less than 2 cycles . This 
moLion is very clo e to the undisLurbed airplane model 
(period of 0.92 sec and damping constant of 1% cycles). 
The natlU'al fuel periods arc 0.61 second. The fuel motion 
is very irregular and obviously contains con iderable amount 
of at lea t two characteristic mode . 
Cases B3 and B4.- The motion in cases B3 and B4 shown in 
figures and 9, respectiv ly, for (30= 5° is very much tho 
ame a in the previous one, except Lhat the disturbance of 
Lhe airplane mode in the sideslip moLion appears somewhat 
more pronounced as the amount of fuel increa es. 
Figw'e 10 (case B 4, ('\1)0 = ('\2)0 = 10°) shows that tb e moLion 
in side lip resul ting from the fuel displacement i much more 
irregular than in case A. The dominant mode corresponds 
to a fuel frequency, but apparently Lhe airplane mode is 
present wiLh considerable amplitude. The m~'{imum 0 cilla-
tions are approximately ±W . The ide lip motion in Lhi 
case wa much more i.rregular than for tbe corresponding 
initial conditions in ca e A. It was conjectured that thi 
might be cau ed by the fact that in thi model boLh Lank 
are below the X-axis, so that the couplino- of the fuel motion 
with yawing and rolling motion doe not have the arne 
pha e relationship as in ca e A where one tanle is above and 
. 6 
- .4 
one is below Lhe X -axis. Therefore in CB e B 4a , hown in 
figure 11 , the front fuel tanle was assumed Lo be above the 
X-axi , all other conditions remaining as in ca e B4 • In this 
case the general type of motion doe eem to resemble that 
in figure 3. Tbe ide lip, which builds up to ±XO, shows 
a snaking at the fuel frequency. 
In case A the fuel natural period arc very do e Lo the 
airplane period. In case B , however, the fu I period is ap-
proximately two-third of the airplane period. In case B 4b , 
shown in figure 12 for (30 = 5°, the value of Gnp of the model 
has been arbitrarily changed to give the model a period very 
close to the fuel period of 0.66 second. omparison with 
figures 2 and 5 shows Lhat the motion in tbis case is very 
much Wee the motion in case A. 
Transverse accelerations .- In evaluating pilots' reactions 
to snaking oscillaLions, Lhe magnitude of Lhe transverse 
accelerations involved in the 0 cillations has been found to 
be an important factor. Acceleration amplitudes above 
0.025g are found 1,0 be bother ome, and amplitude above 
0 .0 g are consider d v ry unsatisfactory. alculaLion of 
the tran ver e acccl ration involved in several of the previ-
ous motions were carried out. The magnitudes of the accel-
eration peaks in the 1'e idual 0 cillations were found to be 
approximately 0 .04g to 0.05g. The actual motion are no t 
hown since all the airplane oscillations arc essenLially of the 
same type as the (3 motion . 
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FICHT RE 5.- Prescnt·day high·speed airplanc with fuel beights one·haIr the lank rad ius (C(I.'C A,). Sid 'lip and fuel motions following initial Sideslip, /l0=0.5°. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS are given as follow in terms of periods and 
or double amplitudes, in econds : 
time to halve 
The mo tions described in the preceding section are suffi-
cient to give a fair picture of the types of possible fuel effect . 
Moreover, ince each motion is just a superpo ition of the 
characteristic modes of the to tal sys tem, these motions are 
often ea ier to understand if the characteristic roo ts are 
known. Physically it is clear that the characteristic modes 
will not differ much from the natural (uncoupled) mod es 
when the in teraction between the airplane and fuel is small. 
Compari on of figures 2, 5, and 12 wi th figure 7, , and 9 
indicates tha t the interaction between airplane and fuel is 
stronge t when the frequency of the airplane i clo e to that 
of the fuel, as migh t be expected from compari on with the 
resonance phenomena exhibited by an oscilla tor driving a 
system at it natural frequ ency. For this reason the charac-
teristic modes of the total ys tem were calculated in cases 
A2 and B4b, where the frequ ency ratio between airplane and 
fuel natural frequencies was practically unity. The natural 
modes are given for purpo e of comparison. The resul ts 
Case A2, natural modes: 
P a=1.49 
P 1=P2= 1. 52 
Case A2, total sy tern: 
P a= 1.47 
P 1= 1. 29 
P 2 = 1.67 
Case B4b, natural modes: 
P a=O.66 
P 1=P2= O.66 
TJ.S= 1.91 
TJ.S= 61 
TJ.S= 1.34 
T2=4.56 
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FICllIRE 8.-Free-f1yiug airplane model with fuel heights three-fourths the tank radius (case BI) . Sidesli p and fuel motions followi ng initial sideslip, f3o=5°. 
Case B4b , total sys tem: 
P a= O.65 
In these case of large interaction it is diificul t to iden tify 
one of the characteristic modes as the airplane mode. The 
characteristic mode in which the period is ehanged lea t 
from the natural airplane period h a been called the airplane 
characteristic mode_ However , in figure 5 and 12 this 
mode is no t obviously the dominant one, as the airplane 
mode i in figures 7, , and 9. 
The most important effects to be noted in these particular 
cases, where the fuel and airplane frequencies are equal , are 
that a characteristic mod e which is very lightly damped with 
a frequency close to tbe natural airplane frequency exi ts 
and tbat an unstable mode appears. In connection with the 
first of the e effec ts, it would seem that theoretically , , 
certain initial condi tions migh t be found that would excite 
mainly this ligbtly damped mode in the cbaracteris tic solu-
tion for (3 , so that the res ulting mo tion would be a typical 
snaking. Of course the required initial conditions might or 
m ight not be practical ones. 
The total characteristic modes were also calculated for 
cases B4 and B4a to investigate th e changes in mo tion caused 
by a hypothetical hift of one of the fuel tanks. The natmal 
modes and tbe ch aracteri tic modes of the total ystem are 
given as follows for comparison: 
Cases B4 and B 4a, natural modes : 
P a= O. 4 
P 1= P 2= O.66 
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FIGURE g. - Free·fl ying airplane model witb tanks one·halr full (rase B,). ide lip and fu el motions following initial sideslip. f3o=5°. 
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Case B4, total system: It is intere ting to no te that both fuels in figure 10 and 
al oin figure 11 seem to follow the more stable fuel mode in 
the part of the mo tion hown. The {3 motion in figure 11 
seems to how th e effect of the unstable mode. It appears 
in thi ca e that, when the fuel tanks are in front of and 
behind the cen ter of gravity, the configuration with one tank 
above and one below the X-axi gives rise to an un table 
mode; whereas the configuration with both tanle below the 
X -axi make both fuel mode stable. 
Pa= O. 
P 1= 0.63 
P 2= 0.53 
Ca e B 4a, total sy tern: 
P a= 0.86 
P 1=0.61 
P2= 0.60 
T~= 1.91 
T~= 5.45 
T~= 1.61 
T~= 1.14 
T~= 19.5 
T2= 10.2 
A compari on of figme 2 to 4 or figures 5 and 6 clearly 
how that the initial conditions can have a very important 
effect, ince the lea t table mode does not nece arily become 
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FIOURE lI.-Free-flying airplane model with tanks one-half full and front tank assumed to he sh ifted abov~ the X-axis (case n .. ). Sideslip and fuel motions following initial fuel disturbance. 
(f, )o= (f,)o=lO°. 
dominant for a long time. The {3 disturbance was hosen as 
a typical airplane disturbance. On the other hand the dis-
turbance of the fuels a an ini tial condit ion would seem to 
be completely ar tificial. However , these motions are be-
lieved to give a rouah idea of the r esidual oscillations caused 
by fuel motion, at lea t insofar as magnitude is concerned, 
since, if the fuels were still displaced after the airplane mot ion 
had practically died out, th e r emammg motion migh t be 
considered to be the type caused by a fu el di placement. 
From thi point of view figures 4, 6, 10, and 11 eem to 
indicate that re iclual 0 cillations of the order of magnitude 
of XO to XO might be expected in the e case. Actually, 
figures ] ° and 11 would show 0 cill ations of the order of 
W for 30° fuel displacements. 
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FIGURE 12.-Free·llying airplane model with tanks one·hall full and Cnp adjusted to make natural fuel and airplane frequencies equal (case B •• ). Sideslip and fuel motions following 
initial sidesliP. {J,=5°. 
Because of the lengthiness of the calculation , only cases 
AI, A2, and B4b were carried out far enough to how the 
residua,} oscillations following a (3 disturbance. It i evident 
that the motion in case B4b (fig. 12) re emble the motion in 
case A (figs. 2 and 5) much more than it resemble the un-
modified ca e B motion (figs. 7 to 9). The rea on for the 
smaller relative fuel motion in ca e B4b i probably the fact 
that the relative fuel rna s icon iderably larger than in 
case A. In ase A2 (fig. 5) the re idual 0 cillation dominate 
the motion almost immediately. The e results how that the 
importance of the re idual 0 cillation depends mainly on the 
cIo eness of the natural airplane and fuel fl'equencie , that i , 
on the parameter which migh t be called the frequency ratio. 
Ina much a the pl'eviou discu ion of the charactel'i tic 
modes indicated that the frequency ratio wa al 0 the mo t 
important factor affecting the characteri tic mod of the 
system, the frequency ratio generally can be sccn to be thc 
mo t important factor determining the eli tmbance of the 
normal all:plane motion cau ed by the fuel. l\ Iol'eover, ca e 
A indicates that for spherical tanlc the fuel frequency may 
asily be of the ame order of magnitude as the airplane 
frequency. R ference 4 indicate that the arne i true for 
rectangular tank and for arbitrarily haped tank of rea on-
able climen ion. Thu, even though the re idual 0 cillation 
migh t occm at fuel frequencie , the e frequencies would not 
be di tinguishable from th normal ail'J lane frequency in the 
ea e where the fuel effect i mo t pronounced, inee in these 
case the frequency ratio appl'oache uniLy. 
The effect of un table mode cannot be under tood with-
out con idering the nonlinear effect due to plashing of the 
fuel. For linear ystems the presence of an unstable mode 
" 'ould imply that the total y tern is un table. It ha been 
hown, ho\ ever, that in an actual motion if the coefficient 
of the un table mode in the solution for the airplane motion 
i very small compared ,vith the coefficient of one of the 
table mode, then the unstable mode will not appear in the 
early part of the motion. ow even in cases where the inter-
action i weak, one of the fu I mode (with no natural damp-
ing a umed) may be unstable. In uch co. es the un table 
mode in the airplane motion will be relatively very mail, 
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while the lll1stable mode may be dominant in one of the fu el 
motions. Then this fuel motion may become very large 
before the effect on tbe airplane motion can be observed. 
At this point splashing will et in and the equations of mo tion 
no longer hold. Actually the energy 10 t in splashing may 
damp out the fuel motion 0 th at th e effect of thi fu el mo-
tion, and therefore of the un table mode, may never ap-
preciably appear in the airplane motion. 
In case A2, however , the intera tion is la,rge, and figw'e 5 
shows that th e unstable mode does oon become very important 
in the {3 motion. H ere again the effect of large-amplitude 
fuel motion and, in particular, the nonlinear effects of fuel 
spla hing should be considered qualitatively. In cases Al 
and A2, becau e of the trong inter action, a sideslip of 5° 
would very quickly give rise to fu el di placements of the 
order of magni tu de of 90° or greater. Phy ically, it is clear 
that Lh e aiL'plane mo tion is feeding energy into the fu el 
motion in this early part of the motion. Becau e of the 
large amplitude of the iuel motion , a large componen t of 
this motion is in the vertical direction, so that a considerable 
part of tbe energy in the fu el motion will go in to creating 
longitudinal airplan e motion . Because of the symmetry con-
ditions previou 1y cited this energy will not be fed back inLo 
lateral motion, 0 that the fuel tend to tabilize the lateral 
motion by feeding some of the energy from the lateral into 
the longitudinal motion . Also the tmbulen ce due to pIa h-
ing will absorb energy which will th en be 10 t altogetber 
from the motion . 
One conclusion which can be drawn from this di cu sion 
is that Lhe motion following large disturbance may be more 
stable than that follo\\'ing sm all clis tUl'bances . FOl' example, 
the ini tial disturbances in fLgUl'eS 2 and 5 have been adjusted 
o that dlU'ing the motion hown th re is li ttle plashing, and 
considerable re idu al 0 cillation are shown. But if the ini-
tial di tlll'bances in these cases had been 5° or more in {3, 
the energy lost in pIa hing in the early motion would po -
sibly be so great th at h e r e idual motion in (3 would be 
smaller th an that hown h ere. Thi rnight explain 'Nhy ome 
airplan es wbicb defini tely showed troublesome fuel 0 cilla-
tion were reported to be more table in conditions of lar O'e 
atmo pheric LUl'bulenec than in lightly tlll'bulen t atmos-
pheric conditions. 
A more important conclusion i th at the fuel can be used 
lo sLabilize the airplane motion by introducing turbulence-
for instance, by use of appropriate baffle . Tbi can be seen 
by notieing that th e early part of the {3 motion in figure 2 
and 5 is very stable. Bu t if mo t of the energy fed in to the 
fu el in this part of the molion ,\'ere converted into heat 
tlU'ough lu1'bulence, then a ha been pointed out till enerO'y 
could no t be fed back into the airplane motion and the 
1'e idual oscillations would not appeal'. ince tbe amount 
of cnergy lost in t UL'bulence cannot be calculated analytically, 
it woull scem Lhat an cxperimen tal investigation of th 
cfr ec ts of honeycomb 01' otber turbulence-inducing baffle 
on the airplane tability would bc dcsirable, e pecially in 
cas s where the airplane and fuel natural frcqu encie ar 
approximately eq uaI. 
Finally it is possible in a tl'ongly unstable ase of residua l 
oscillations, uch a shown in figure 5, that the fuel rna} 
lose jus t eno ugh of it energy in splashing to reduce it 
ampli tude to wh ere the mo t ion i again mooth. Then, 
beeause of Lhe in tabili ty of the system for mall mot:on , 
the amplitud e migh t again b egin to build up . In this way 
continu ed 0 cillations of a more 01' less r egular nat m e woulel 
occur when the calculations neglecting plashing show un-
stable moLion. This 1'e ult is importan t becau e it show,' 
that somewhat irl'cO'ulal' small-amplitude oscillation can be 
expected when the ratio of the airplane natural frequenc. 
to the fuel naLural freque ncy approach es uni ty, even for 
moderate fuel massc of Lhe order of one-tenth the total 
mass OL' less. 
EFFECTS OF ASPHE RICAL TA KS 
The calculation h ave been carried out for rigid-body 
motion in spheri cal tanks only . Actually this assume that 
foL' small oscilla tions the fundamental wave motion ill 
sph erical tanks approx imates rigid-body motion. This 
approxi mation only applies when the tank: are one-half full 
01' Ie . This re triction is not too serious, however, sinc(' 
th o fuel motion will generally have iL greaLest effeet in thi 
range. 
It i important to note that tbe potenti al energy of the 
fu el is simply the po tential energy o( a et of harmonic 
oscillator located at the po itions RI . Thu , the ami' 
general analysis will apply whenever the fuel motion in the' 
tanJ-c can be repre enteclin terms of harmonic oscillators 
wi th given effective m as and spring constant. R eference 4 
ha already been mentioned as obtaining such a representa-
tion for the fundamental mode of a r ec tangular tank 
Usually the fundamental mode will be the most important 
and will involve the greater efl'ect ive ma . I t i onceivable 
th at for long tank Lh e econd mod e migh t be of a frequency 
('10 e1' to Lhat of the a iL'plane and in t hat ca e might be morc 
im por Lant. In such a 'a e each mode mighL be represente 
by a separate 0 cilIator . A has been pointed out, the 
damping i mainly clu e Lo turbulence and will be more im-
pOl' tant for a phel'ica1 tanks. For small motions, however, 
the damping may ti ll be neglected. 
From the O'ene]'a1 derivation of the equations of motion, 
tbe mo L important res ul t wa the effect of fuel di ribu tion 
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on the coupling of lateral and longitudinal motions . It i 
plain that these resul t apply strictly only to spherical tanlcs. 
Consider for example a tank of triangular plan form 10caLed 
in the symmetry plane and oriented symmetrically with 
respect to thi plane. Becau e of the symmetrical orienta-
tion it can be seen that, although ide lip mo tion will give 
ri e to forward and r earward forces (because the pressure 
forces are normal to the diagonal smfaces), the forward and 
rearward motion will give antisymmetrical lateral forces 
which will cancel. In thi case the result would be to feed 
energy from the lateral into the longitudinal motion; this 
condition would be favorabl e Ince the longitudinal motion 
is generally well-damped. For an unsymmetrically oriented 
tarue of hi type, energy could be fed back again from the 
longitudinal to the lateral motion and the problem would be 
quite complicated. 
In gen eral, the results on coupling for spherical tank 
would be valid to fir t order for such symmetrical plan form 
as the rectallgular or the diamond-shap e ones. For any 
imple symmetrically oriented shape in the plane of sym-
metry, a los of energy from the lateral to the longitudinal 
motion might occur. Thi condition would be favorable. 
Finally, for tanks out ide the plane of ymmetry the same 
consideration would be valid if the tanll:: were symmetrically 
placed with respect to the symmetry plane and symmetrically 
shaped with respect to the plane through the tank center 
parallel to the symmetry plane. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions may be drawn from the the-
oretical analysis presented: 
1. Considerable disturbances of the normal ai.rplane motion 
can be caused by fuel motion. 
(a) The most important factor determining the effect 
is the ratio between fuel and airplane freq uencies. When 
these are equal, even moderate amount of fuel (one-
tenth the total mass or less) may eau e considerable 
disturbances. 
(b) The mo t usual type of disturbed motion is a some-
whfl.t irregular small-amplitude oscillation and the type 
of motion is trongly dependent on the initial condition . 
(c) The effects of spla hing will be to make the motion 
more stable, and the loss of energy in fuel turbulence may 
make it possible to increase the stabili ty by artificially 
introducing turbulence in the fuel. 
2. The fuel motion may cau e coupling between lateral 
and longitudinal motions. 
3. The derivation of the equation of motion for spherical 
tanks may be applied to any tanks where the fuel motion 
may be r epresented in terms of harmonic oscillators. 
LANGLEY AERO AUTICAL L AB ORATORY, 
J ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO A U 'rICS, 
L ANGLEY FIELD, VA., November 21,1950 . 
APPENDIX A 
A ST EP-BY-STEP S OLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN MAT RIX NOTATION 
A matrix method for solving the equations of motion is 
given in reference 9. The first step in this method is to 
r educe equations (19) to a set of first-order equations by 
introducing as new variables D</>, D>/;, Dfl, and Df2 as de-
scribed in reference 9 for D</> and D>/;. Thi transforms the 
equations of motion into a set of nine linear fiTst-order 
equations in th e nine variables. In matrix notation the 
equations may then be written as follows when there are no 
applied forces Oy, On, or Oz: 
A (Dq)+ Bq = O (AI ) 
where A and B are ninth-order square matrices and q is the 
column matrix (or vector), the elements (components) of 
which are the nine variables. In partitioned form , 
A= [f~i~~5~J 
q = [f2JI,</> ,>/; ,(3 ,Df2,Df l,D</>,D>/;] 
where 14 is the identity matrix of fourth order; 045 and 054 
are zero matrices of order (4X 5) and (5X 4), respectively ; 
and 
J.L b - J.L bi z/ b 
0 - iJ.b2lzRx2/ b 2 
A5,= 0 iJ. bi zRzz/b2 
- 1 0 
- 1 K 2z 
0 0 
0 0 o 
0 55 = 0 0 0 
0 G 0 
G 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
E 54 = 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
- J.L b}ll / b 0 0 
- iJ. b/IRxJ/ b2 iJ.bKxz iJ. bK zz 
iJ. bJlIRzJ b2 iJ. bKxz iJ. bK xz 
K / RzJb - RxJ / b 
0 Rzz/b - Rxz/ b 
1 
- - Or, tan 'Yo 2 
1 
- - Oy 2 {3 
0 
1 
- - 0 4 n1J 
1 
- - Oz 4 1J 
0 
0 
o 
0 
0 
0 
1 
- - Cl 2 (3 
1 
- - Oz 4 T 
- 1 
- 1 
o 
o 
Equation (AI ) may be solved for Dq by multiplying 
through by the inverse of A: 
Dq = - A - IBq = Pq (A2) 
22 
Equation (A2) hows that, when there arc no applied forces, 
the differ entiation operator with r espect to nondimensional 
time may be r eplaced by premultiplication with the matrix 
P = -A-lB. For example, note that 
and tha t imilar r elations would result for higher powers. 
Now, by Taylor's expan ion, the value of q(s + ,t,s) may 
be ob tained from the value of q(s) by the series 
,t,s (,t,s) 2 2 
q(s+ ,t,s)= q(s) +TI Dq(s) + ---zy- D q(s)+ . . . 
By use of equation (A2), this equation can be written 
(A:3) 
which is the fundamental recurrence relation used in the 
step-by-step calculation. In equation (A3) , 19 is the ninth-
order iden tity matrix. The set of initial di turbance qo 
being given, the magnitude of the step ,t,s will determine 
the number of powers nece ary to obtain a given accuracy 
in the olution. Because of the relatively high fuel fr -
quencies and because it was desired to obtain the mot,ion to a 
rather large number of periods with r easonable 9 ccurac. , 
the series in equation (A2) was used to the sixth power wiLh 
,t,s approxima tely 1/20 of the airplane period . Thu, the 
ma trix r elation (A3 ) was 
q(s+ ,t,s)= Qq( ) (A4) 
where 
Q= 1 +,t, s p+ (,t, )2 p 2+ + (,t,S)6 p 6 
9 I! 2! . . . 6! 
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